Year 2021-22 Seventh Grade Teacher
A Calling from Hong Kong Starhill

Starhill Waldorf is managed under a registered NGO (non-profit making body) in Hong Kong, namely
Anthroposophy Development Foundation Limited. We are a growing, local Waldorf initiative formed by
teachers and parents pursuing self-development and Anthroposophy inspired education. We strive to
embrace a holistic and deep rooted Hong Kong local education in order to nurture ethical and responsible
future generations to serve the world. So far we serve children from pre-kindergarten to grade six.

We love nature so much that we chose to live and learn in a countryside farm, a rare but precious experience
in Hong Kong. If you are passionate about teaching, enjoy working with children in nature, wish to make a
shift in your career path and work in Hong Kong Chinese culture, we sincerely invite you to join us and be
our new impulses with your grade school or even high school teaching and management experiences.
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Looking for colleague with these qualities:
* Love art, music or sports. Love to teach. Understand Children.
* Determined to your inner-development. Knowledge of and commitment to Anthroposophy. Practice and
embody teaching inspired by Anthroposophy.
* Able to perform beyond academic. A talented and creative leader to develop higher grades curriculum for
the children here. Lead other subjects’ development of your grade.
* Be willing and proactive to improve the existing curriculum.
* Communicate well with parents. Be willing to support team development.
* A giving heart to contribute to another culture needing a local Waldorf pedagogy and community deep
rooted in Hong Kong Chinese culture.

“You have no idea how unimportant is all that the teacher says or does not say on the surface, and how
important what he himself is as teacher.”
~Rudolf Steiner

Post requirements:
(I) English speaker
(II) Completed at least a cycle of grade school teaching and solid class management
(III) Relevant certificates of Anthroposophy studies, Waldorf teacher training, and or your country
registered teaching certificate
(IV) Strong in science subjects preferred
(V) Faculty management experiences or study of Eurythmy/ Music/ Art is a plus

Please submit: a resume, relevant certificates or documentations as listed, and also your own biography with
personal insights about education, to Sharon at email:

info@starhillwaldorf.hk

You can also whatsapp Sharon at 852-62986719 for further questions.

Know more about us at: http://www.starhillwaldorf.hk/
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